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Originally given as a performative paper at the TeDance conference in Lisbon in November
2007, I here offer a written discussion of that exploration of the technological poetics of the
digital performance work global drifts. global drifts was a multi-stranded multi-sited
collaborative work created by myself and Hellen Sky (co-directors) with digital artist Seo
Hyojung and interactive composer Kim Seunghye (both from Seoul), performers Liz Lea and
Bridget Fiske, and sound artist Stan Wijnans. It was developed for the 2006 International
Brisbane Festival in Australia, as part of accented body, a multi-sited performance work
conceived and directed by Cheryl Stock and created and performed by four teams of artists
and Stock herself1. Parallel satellite global drifts installation events took place
simultaneously at the Siobhan Davies Studios in London and the Triad New Media Gallery
in Seoul.
Framing global drifts.
global drifts was a complex project involving a choreography of live movement and digital
imagery. Like many works it can be approached from a multitude of perspectives ranging
from the artistic, through the performative, the technological and the philosophical. Each of
these facets deserves a full paper to do it justice. Here I will focus on the performative
strand of global drifts for which I was primarily responsible, namely the distributed digital
image-system/s developed for the Brisbane and London sites. I will also examine the way in
which the technological systems that drove the digital choreography for global drifts were
developed in relation to both the artistic and philosophical ideas that underpin the work, and
thus bbecame part of the poetics of the global drifts. 2
The form the global drifts image-systems took, both individually and as a collective,
articulated central themes of the artistic and philosophical thinking that underlay the work.
These concerned both cultural exchange, the notion of the ‘accented’ body and elements of
the philosophies of Bergson and Deleuze and Guattari, many of whose ideas have become
integral to my artistic intuitions. For this reason the technology that underpins the multiple
image-systems in global drifts, which allowed both a nomadic drift of images and sound to
take place across the site and an intricate, continuous transformation of visual and audio
sources, was not merely a tool but also constituted an essential part of the artistic and
conceptual structures underpinning the work.
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Ether Tony Yap, Madeleine Flynn, Tim Humphrey, Naomi Ota and Ria Soemardjo: Separating Shadows
Vanessa Mafé Jondi Keane Avril Huddy, Charlotte Cutting, Jason Hargreaves David Pyle: Prescient Terrain
Richard Causer and Performers: Living Lens Maria Adriana Verdaasdonk, Tetsutoshi Tabata, Luke
Lickfold, Philippa Rijks and others (full details on http://www.accentedbody.com): Presences and Dissolving
Presences: Cheryl Stock.
2
The voice of only one of many collaborators necessarily presents only one perspective of the multiple working
processes that went into making global drifts. Others have yet to be written.
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The site for the performance of accented body was the vast new Creative Industries
Precinct at the Kelvin Grove Campus of the Queensland University of Technology. This was
seen by Stock, director of accented body, as “as an architectural ‘tabula rasa’ yet to be
written on in terms of contemporary social and cultural history”3. Our creative brief included
“re-centering the body as site and within site (live and virtual), leading to a
performance installation event privileging both the architectural skins of buildings
and the indoor and outdoor screens around the Creative Industries Precinct at
Queensland University of Technology (QUT)….

[disclosing] traces, residues and accents of the performers, as well as felt
and imagined past presences in the sites, through physical and virtual
performance, sound and image within this architectural construct….
Provid[ing] … an intervention of site where live and virtual contemporary
cultural markers engaged with commonality and difference.” (Stock 2005)
Ultimately accented body constituted a single 90-minute performative event made up of six
individual performance works created by 5 teams of artists invited by Stock to participate in
the project. Stock asked each team of artists to respond to one or more of several shared
notions in making their contribution to accented body.
The first concerned notions of the body. We could elect to address one or more of the
following:
the ‘accented’ body (cultural, physical, or social);
the body as site;
the body within site.
The global drifts team extended these choices to include the ‘site as body’. (If the body is a
collection of parallel systems, each with their own rhythms and durée, each going to make
up the macro system of the physiological body, then we felt that the parallel trajectories of
people along the pathways and surfaces of an architectural site such as the Creative
Industries Precinct could be seen as analogous to a ‘body-system’.) At a micro-level the
theme of the body was admirably suited to the respective artistic practices of the codirectors of global drifts, Sky and myself. Although working in the digital domain, we are
both interested in the role somatic practices can play within the world of the technological.
In Sky’s case (at this time) this tended to occur through direct interrelations between her live
performance practice and the technological. In my case it tended to be articulated in the
motion, textures and qualities of the digital imagery I generated, the aim of the latter being to
introduce sensuality into digital imagery through a particular use of video-processing
strategies.
A second concern we were asked to address by Stock related to issues of cultural
exchange.
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Although a contemporary ‘tabula rasa’ the Creative Industries Precinct had its own history. A military barracks
th
during the 20 century, long before that the Kelvin Grove area was the site at which the local Turrbal Aboriginals
had gathered to hold corroborees. This diverse historical and cultural heritage remains part the fabric of the
Creative Industries Precinct.
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Stock then offered us several performative modes to choose from. We could present
a discrete performance event;
a durational event;
an intermittent, or interrupted performance;
connectivity.

Our underlying interest in processual works and the philosophies of Bergson and Deleuze
(particularly the notion that the space of thought is multi-directional, discontinuous and multilayered) led us to a framework for global drifts that comprised a combination of connectivity,
durational performance and discrete performance event.
Finally we were asked to select a preferred site on the Precinct in which we would like to
mount our event.

The Creative Industries Precinct offered four potential performance levels.
• The first level, Kulgun Park, was at ground level (North East (NE) of main site) at the
back of the main building.
• The second (mezannine) level constituted an open-air terrace surrounded by,
respectively, a glass ‘wall’, a brick wall and tiered ‘seating’.
• The third level contained: the Parade Ground (SW) and a large terrace area overlooking
Kulgun Park (facing NE)4. A large building separated the two.
The front of the latter formed the NE perimeter of the Parade Ground, and boasted two
vast projection screens on its upper level (facing SW).
A wide indoor passageway at the ground level of this building connected the Parade Ground
and the 3rd-level terrace.
A covered through-terrace lay SE of the building.
th
Several of the early 20 century single story barrack huts, all with large windows, and the Block
building formed the NW perimeter of the Parade Ground. The Block building boasted a back
4

This Terrace was a ‘space-in-between’ which contained a small projection screen (facing NE) and was the site
of several transient promenading events performed by the Presences and global drifts dancers
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projector and a vast glass window/projection screen (facing NE) which covered the entire wall
of the building.
The SE perimeter boasted a two-storey glass fronted building, and the SW perimeter several
more single story barrack huts. (Dissolving Presences took place on the Parade Ground.)

• The fourth level constituted The Loft, a large indoor space sited in the main building
(Living Lens).

Each group of artists selected one of these sites (see above for details).
However, because global drifts would constitute a connective flow between the individual
performative events of accented body we elected to use the whole site, and the entire
duration of the event. This enabled us to pursue notions concerning both the ‘accented’
body and the ‘site as body’5.
Technological Framework
The aim for global drifts was to trace an intricate interweaving path through accented body,
distributing both live performance and virtual imagery across the huge site to activate the
reciprocal flows between technological arteries and the conduits between bodies, places,
and histories and cultures, and at a local level, between the individual accented body
performance events Prescient Terrain, Ether, Separating Shadows, Living Lens, and the
Presences. Comprising both live and virtual movement global drifts constituted a distributed,
durational digital performance event, which drifted through and around these individual
performance events, continually enlivening the environment, and the architecture of the
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Inherent in our thinking lay the notion that the interweaving of multiple groups of people in and through the site
was resonant of the interweaving of the multiple physiological systems in the body.
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site6. As such global drifts served as the overarching structure of the larger accented body
event.
The conception for global drifts that we developed, that of a radically distributed multiple
media performative event within a larger performance event, was made possible by a
technological framework of the Creative Industries Precinct. The Precinct boasted a central
“distribution amplifier”, sited in the block, which could activate a matrix of networks that
allowed the input of audio-visual signals from multiple sources (e.g. computers, DVD and
DV cameras) and their redirection to multiple outputs (e.g. projectors and LCD/Plasma
screens) spread throughout the Creative Industries Precinct. In 2005, when we conducted
preliminary research for accented body there were only three connected projector outputs
on the site. These ran three permanently mounted powerful projectors, their screens - the
sides of buildings (the Parade Ground Screens and the Block Screen). However, extra audio
visual tie lines that would allow audio and video signals to be run from a central
communication cabinet7 on the Parade Ground to multiple projectors at several locations
around the site also existed. accented body allowed time for the QUT technicians to
research the previously unidentified route of each cable across the site. This opened up this
system for full use on the Precinct for the first time.
As Stock had anticipated, accented body provided a perfect opportunity to extend this
system. The desires of artists opened up the potential of the site for distributing media. In
particular, the nascent electronic structure contained the potential for the creation of a
complex non-linear matrix of multiple, interlinked projection sites for global drifts. The
accented body Technical and Logistics Manager, Daniel Maddison, became interested in
devising an extensive network of projection sites, linked to the central distribution amplifier
that would accommodate both our developing ideas for an interweaving series of non-linear
image-systems for global drifts and the projection needs of other accented body
performance events using digital media. He located several, as yet unconnected, inputs and
outputs8 at different parts of the site. and gradually went about designing an audio visual
schematic that would enable us to fulfil our developing ideas for global drifts. In order to
meet the demands of the artistic teams, which between them needed multiple inputs and
outputs, Maddison purchased extra cabling in order to generate a matrix that was capable of
handling 8 RGBHV inputs and 8 RGBHV inputs, through which any input could be sent to
any output at any time.
6

Embedded within it was a ten-minute interactive audio-visual performance event, developed by Sky, Seo and
Kim, which used live video capture to create and modulate imagery on the large screens to create a further
digital articulation of the ‘accented’ body.
7
This served as a secondary distribution/network point on the Parade Ground, allowing the distribution amplifier
in the Block to be accessed from several other parts of the site.
8

The linking cabling from original source/destination had not been put in place, although the
connecting tielines and termination points had been installed.
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Thus, during the course of two on-site research periods leading up to the performances
several audio-visual channels9 were gradually activated by Maddison in close consultation
with the global drifts artists. We discussed appropriate places for extra global drifts
projectors to be rigged in the accented body site and connected to the matrix. Eventually we
were able to mount six additional 2-metre circular screens (which we called portals) to
create a multiplicity of simultaneously visible images around the site. These screens were
carefully placed in relation to the larger screens to ‘people’ the site with digital imagery.

We placed one on a wall facing out towards Kulgun Park facing NE (Portal 1), one hanging
in the space-between the 3rd-level terrace and the Parade Ground, dual facing NE/SW
(Portal 2), three in windows in the various buildings around the Parade Ground, facing
SW,NE,SE respectively (Portals 3, 4 & 5), one on the surface of the centre of the Parade
Ground (Portal 6)10. Each of these became an output for the interconnecting collection of 5
non-linear image-systems I developed for global drifts. By the day of the performance in July
2006 the underlying electronic system for global drifts comprised the 3 main screens and 6
‘portal’ screens, interconnected by the distribution amplifier. This allowed the source signals
from several computers running individual systems to be switched to eight out of nine
different projectors at will.11
9

An additional 3 kilometres of cable was needed to effect this extension of the system.
I also developed a further digital-image system for Ether, which was projected on the string
sculpture created by Japanese artist Naomi Ota.

10
11

At the same time the sound engineer developed an analogous sound system that would allow an sound
elements to be distributed around the entire accented body site for the duration of the performance event. The
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This slightly lengthy description of a cabling system for projection has relevance to the
poetics of global drifts, inasmuch as it allowed us to embody in the very structures of global
drifts certain philosophical ideas. Deleuze and Guattari (1987) make a clear distinction
between nomad and representational thought. The relevance of this to global drifts’
projection system is clear, for it allows movement that is, like nomad thought,
"…flexible and nomadic, transversal and non-hierarchical: is able to move
between…formations…and forge linkages and connections between different
systems of knowledge-formation" (Kaufman 1998: p.5).

Further, it is characterised by its multi-directionality and its privileging of mobile, shifting
pathways and interconnections between a network of concepts, events. If the image of
nomad thought is that of "..the act of charting out a pathway and the opening of that pathway
to chance encounters" (Kaufman 1998: p.6 my italics), then the system realized by
Maddison enabled us to echo that act using the complex interconnected system of nonlinear global drifts image-systems that I had developed. Our understanding of the movement
of thought across and around the globe accords with this. We saw it not as a linear
progession but one in which multiple cultures and knowledges were subject to interruptions,
chance encounters and linkages as the mobile pathways of their travellers criss-crossed the
globe, subjecting their ideas and sensibilities to a multi-layered process of transformation.
The Movement of the Digital Image-systems
It was within this immensely flexible technological context, and through my practice of using
the non-linear video processing software Isadora for the image-systems12, that we began to
explore ways of articulating the notion that through these technologies we could reference
the notion that the exchange of knowledge between cultures constitutes a dynamic network,
one that is subject to constant transformation. With Maddison’s system imagery could be
redirected from one source to more than one projector in realtime. This suggested to me
that I could improvise the distribution of the various image-systems ‘on the fly’ during the
performance, thus ‘performing’ a layer in our durational event, and creating a choreography
from the interweaving movements of the components of the collective image-system as the
event moved forward. In this way the latent movement within the underlying technological
system became an integral part of the choreography, and poetics, of global drifts.13

distributed sonic environment was developed by Tim Humphries and Madelaine Flynn (members of the Ether
group).
12
Isadora was developed by Mark Coniglio, co-director of the dance company Troika Ranch.
(www.troikaranch.org)
13
Unfortunately, the implications of this to the notion of what constitutes ‘choreography’ cannot be explored here.
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One of our guiding notions was that different forms of cultural exchange both have different
rhythms and afford different speeds in the movement of ideas and sensibilities between
peoples. For example, early travellers on trade routes such as the Silk Road took long
periods to move from one cultural environment to another, and thus to effect changes in
ideas and attitudes amongst peoples they encountered. Later, intercontinental trading ships
used wind power and ocean currents14 to travel faster and further in pursuit of new lands to
trade with. Still later train and air travel used steam power and jet engines, increasing the
speed of travel and exchange of ideas exponentially. More recently electronic networks
have become the means of exchanging information instantaneously, modulating our
identities, even changing our physicalities as we interact with technological systems over
electronic networks15, allowing us to displace our ‘presence’ in both space and time. Each
mode of passage has progressively enabled the exchange of understandings, ideas and
cultural mores to happen more and more rapidly. These means of moving between
environments have become part of a complex network of parallel modes of travel each with
its own rhythm and speed.
In order to articulate these differing speeds of cultural exchange in global drifts we devised
two modes of distributing imagery. Our reference to the slower paces of travel emerged in
the shifting network of physical pathways traced between the accented body performance
sites by the trajectories of the global drifts dancers as they moved through and across the
site and its performative events. During this process their presence became a fleeting
element of the many choreographies of accented body. At the same time the placesbetween-events were enlivened by the global drifts dancers, the spaces-between becoming
momentarily, not transitionary places of passage, but spaces for an almost ‘hidden’
performative event.16 To articulate the more rapid post-19th century modes of transport and
cultural exchange, we developed an intricate computer-generated non-linear network of
distributed digital imagery.
These two mappings of the site served as the matrix through which global drifts was
articulated. We saw the reciprocal flows of the promenading dancers, the individual digital
image-systems, and the collective Isadora system in Brisbane as analogous to the flows and
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One of the early sources for this global drifts was 1421, a book by Gavin Menzies charting the journey of the 3
fleets of ocean-going junks which set sail from China and, according to Menzies circumvented the world some
seven decades before Columbus set sail on his historic journey across the Atlantic.
15
Stelarc has made several works which investigate this possibility, including Fractal Flesh (1995),Ping Body
(1996), Parasite (1997)
16
It is significant that most of the reviews of global drifts conceived of it in terms of the discrete interactive
performance event, that took place over a period of approximately ten minutes in one site. The consistent
presence of the two global drifts performers, who always seemed to be visible (but so quiet as to escape notice),
did not impinge on conscious understandings of the performance event. However, at a less conscious level there
was an awareness of the movement going on and through th site.
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interweavings of the interconnected physiological systems of the human body – and so the
site becomes ‘body’.

At the same time, through the particular qualities of the live performance, which emphasised
the flow of movement within the body at cellular, muscular and motional levels, we were
exploring the notion of the ‘accented’ human body at a more somatic level.
The Digital Imagery: The Somatics of its Content and Processing
The notion of somatics and cultural exchange was not only present in the performers’
movement but also embedded in the content in the digital imagery itself and the
transformations to which we subjected it using multi-layered video-processing. This last I
saw as analogous to the transformations and intricate modulations of physicalities and ideas
that take place during the processes of cultural exchange.
The unprocessed (raw) imagery included still and video images of: the moving human body
(internal and external); the earth (from overviews of the earth to more localized
environments; e.g. UK, Korea, the accented body site); the stratosphere (stars and
galaxies); natural phenomena (clouds and water in motion, computer simulations of
hurricanes and tornados in motion); the traces inscribed by contemporary modes of
transport such as flightpaths. These images brought into the work hints of the cultures from
whence the artists had come, the internal networks of the body through which the life forces
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flow, the external connecting networks our cultures have generated, the natural phenomena
that have moved humanity around the globe for millennia.
This raw material I subjected to the transformatory processes of the realtime videoprocessing software Isadora. The image-processing systems developed in Isadora were as
much a part of the poetics of global drifts as the imagery itself. I used Isadora to generate
‘sensate’ imagery,

layering images, and using multiple processes on both single and

layered imagery17. Through this I created variations in the imagery in much the same way
that I would if working on live movement. For example, I changed their ‘physical’ quality by
revealing only the edges of the moving body, by blurring the imagery until only kinetic traces
of the source of the image remained, by using a device called ‘motion blur’, and so on. I also
changed the temporal rhythm/s of the kinetic imagery, using devices such as slow motion,
added video delay, retrograded the movement, and so on. I abstracted sections of a phrase
of movement and looped it; focused on a detail by cropping the image, and submitted the
raw imagery to a number of other processes. I layered effects as a means of layering our
ideas, and of increasing their potential to affect. I applied the processing systems that I
created to a multitude of different images, the effects (and thus affects) ranging from subtle
variations to such radical changes that the resulting image was entirely different, even when
derived from the same ‘raw’ imagery18.
Through these various strategies we implicitly articulated notions concerning the
physiological, psychological and cultural effects generated by the ongoing connections
between the different systems – micro and macro, cultural and technological – within which
we operate, and referenced the continual modulation these multiple systems undergo as
they merge, separate, intersect, interweave. Each of the individual processing systems
opened the potential to reveal in their sources the presence of a multitude of subtle nuances
and sensations that were obscured by the representational imagery from which they are
derived19. Because my familiarity with the philosophies of Henri Bergson and Deleuze and
Guattari has become so embedded in my artistic thinking that I intuit rather than ‘think’ it as I
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A sample of this imagery can be found on YouTube (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL9KoNkYgrs,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tee2YZ_cVjg, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0UwN-MP9KE)
18
A feature of many realtime video-processing systems is that entirely different, and unexpected effects (and
thus affects) emerge when a complex (multi-level) processing system is applied to different video imagery, so
much so that as an artist one often feels that one could not have contrived to have created such an effect
deliberately.
19
A second set of digital imagery, artistically quite different, was developed in Max/MSP and Jitter by Seo
Hyojung for the discrete interactive performance event into which the global drifts dancers segued towards the
end of the performance. (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upHk5AnntmA) The imagery for the interactive
performance event was generated entirely through processed live video capture, the processing systems and
movement choreography (by Hellen Sky) developed together to create a digital choreography in real-time that
resembled ‘painting-in-process’. The visual quality of the imagery, much of which worked on the principle of
outlining the human body as it moved, rather than abstracting it through blurring in both time and quality, was
quite different to that generated for the rest of the digital choreography for global drifts, offering a further
articulation of our themes.
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work, I felt that the sensuousness of the imagery revealed the “delicate and fugitive
impressions of our individual consciousness” (Bergson 1910, p.132), and encouraging the
experiencing of states of consciousness as “processes not things ... alive and constantly
changing” (ibid.).
Structuring the Digital Image-systems
The structuring of the individual image-systems, and of their interrelations with each other
constituted the next level of articulation of the Isadora systems of imagery. This too was an
integral facet of the poetics of the work. Each of the six systems20 was non-linear in
structure, and designed to operate independently. Each accessed its individual ’scenes’
randomly21. However, they were designed to form a collective, a single system which here
had a degree of choreographic coherence. That is, each non-linear system contained both
recurring ‘scenes’ and different images from the ‘image-bank’ processed in different ways to
allow occasional unison, canon, similar movement in different contexts, similar qualities of
movement, etc.

22

. Additonally, the shared content of each of the six systems was not

symmetrical, but designed to allow moments of consonance and of differentiation when they
operated simultaneously. That is, system A might share the same imagery/scenes with B &
C, whilst system B shared the same imagery with A and D, system C with systems D & E,
system D with E & B.
In Brisbane the imagery was projected onto the three vast projection screens and the 6
circular screens described at the start of this paper.

Using the matrix developed by

Maddison we were able to distribute four of the five Isadora image-systems to 8 different
projection surfaces at will23. Because we could show one image-system on two, even three,
projection surfaces simultaneously the possibility of moments of unison and canon in the
imagery was vastly increased. Three of the image-systems (the London system and two in
Brisbane) also contained the potential for using live video capture as source material,
allowing performers and viewers to modulate the imagery in real-time, and us to incorporate
the live choreography into the digital choreography. Using these live-capture systems we
were also able to ‘displace’ the dancers by revealing digital traces of an (unseen) dancer
who was performing ‘behind’ a building on a projection surface on the front of the building
(top-left in photograph), In this way we could place that unseen dancer in a visible ‘trio’ with
the second dancer (who appears live on the bottom right of the photograph below and
20

Five in Brisbane, one in London
The term used by Isadora to distinguish between different custom-built individual Isadora processing systems.
A system can be made up by any number of scenes.
22
This is an artistic choice, and by no means a necessary requirement of the kind of system I describe here.
23
One system was unconnected to the matrix and placed in a window in the SW perimeter of the Parade
Ground.
21
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digitised in the lower-centre of the photograph ), collapsing the ‘real’ distance between
them.

As I improvised the distribution of the imagery during the accented body event I was
structuring the digital element of the event ‘on the fly’. I interwove the ‘trajectories’ of the
digital image systems with the live elements of global drifts by placing the live video capture
imagery where it was needed in relation to the global drifts live performance. Additionally, as
the dancers performed in different parts of the site, interacting in one way or another with
each other and with the different accented body events25 they (and the audience)
encountered digital references to themselves and other sites and performers, reconfiguring
the passage of time and place.
Reflections on Deleuze and the technological poetics of global drifts
On reflection, the Deleuzean concept of synthesis played an important role in the intuitive
artistic thinking that underlay the image-systems and the conception of their interrelationship
to both each other and the live performance elements. The different kinds of synthesis
identified by Deleuze (the connective, the disjunctive and the conjunctive, each
distinguished in part by the processes through which the synthesis is achieved) were
24

The image in the lower centre of the photograph is a live-capture image of the live dancer we can see on the
right. The image in the top-centre of the photograph shows a pre-recorded processed image (using ‘edges’ and
‘time delay’) of the movement of a Korean dancer, dancing through a highly processed image of the pathway of
hurricane-force winds.
25
With the exception of Living Lens, during which the global drifts dancers continued their performance, revisiting
pathways that they had traced earlier in the event and engaging in transient danced communications with each
other and the digital imagery.
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embedded in the structures of the collective image-systems, and in their activation in the
performances. Disjunctive syntheses being the product of cultural activity (here represented
in part by the multiple artistic themes) momentarily apply a conceptual framework on a fluid
entity to frame (or territorialise) it. In this case several such frameworks could be applied to
different layers of global drifts, from the artistic themes to qualities of the imagery to the
structures of the image-systems. The connective and conjunctive syntheses apply even
more aptly to the structuring of the collective movement of the non-linear image-systems,
the latter particularly when global drifts is in performance mode. Connective syntheses,
which constitute a contingent meeting, collision and subsequent adherence of elements,
were clearly articulated in the content , processing and movement of the digital imagesystems.
At the same time, conjunctive syntheses, where systems cross paths, temporarily associate
with each other but pass on to pursue their own trajectories (or lines of flight), are an
excellent analogy for the processes operating in any performance realization of global drifts.
The performative system, global drifts, has been designed such that any forms the collective
digital image-system of global drifts generate as the various independent systems encounter
each other are dissolved as soon as they are created, ephemeral in the extreme. This aptly
describes the processes that give rise to performances of global drifts, for, as Massumi
(1996, p56) notes that “..the captures of… [conjunctive] syntheses are incorporeal,
performative…” [my emphasis]. Nevertheless, just as there is a constant interplay both
within systems and between systems in global drifts, so there is between the different forms
of synthesis. For me this complex of syntheses constitutes an (intuitive) rationale for the
activity of many different levels of structuring and processing in global drifts, for the latter
was designed such that an intricate process of intertwining connective, conjunctive and
disjunctive syntheses continually reconfigures each performance as it interweaves both
within itself and within accented body.
In Conclusion
In global drifts our articulation of the notion of connectivity and the conceptual and physical
transformations (‘accents’) that occur when cultures, architectures, artworks and sites
engage with each other constituted a nonlinear, multi-layered choreographic cartography
that incorporated systems of flows between and within bodies, cultures, times, architectures,
people and places. Both the individual and collective Isadora systems distributed around the
accented body site were designed to articulate the notion of the transformative capabilities
of cultural exchange, physical and conceptual, and to address notions of connectivity
between sites. As such global drifts could be seen as a flowing cartography between both its
own multiple strands and those of accented body, animating and transforming bodies and
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environments and creating the connections between them. The overarching technological
systems were designed specifically to articulate the artistic concepts, following its aesthetic
sensibilities, rather than leading the aesthetics of the resulting work as is sometimes the
case. That said, although the artistic concepts led the technology, they were simultaneously
facilitated by the technology, creating a symbiotic relationship, and through this the poetics
of global drifts.
Although I have barely touched on the intricacies inherent in global drifts, I hope that I have
revealed in this paper some of the subtleties of the relationships that obtain between the
technology and the poetics of that work.
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